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Ambassadors of Italian Quality

Orlando Food Sales is a third generation food importing company.   
We are highly specialized in the importation and distribution of the 
best FLOUR, TOMATOES, OIL, BUFALA MOZZARELLA, PASTA  
and VEGETABLES IN OIL from Italy.  Our reach is felt across the 
USA working with foodservice distributors and restaurateurs to 
supply, educate and train this segment on the best Italy has to offer.   
We choose to work with fewer products which complement 
each other, in order to be experts in this field and to bring the 
greatest possible value to our customers.  We have a history in 
the tradition of Italian foods, starting in 1948, with no signs of 
slowing.  We love what we do and we are excited to work with you.   

Please contact us for more information!
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Lupara 
Frozen Bufala 
Mozzarella

Pack/Size: 2.4 Kg (12/200 g) 
Origin: Caserta, Italy
Milk Type: Buffalo
Cheese Type: Fresh Frozen 
Texture: Soft
Shelf Life: 18 Months

PALLET CONFIGURATION
220 CASES
10 cases x layer
22 layers  x pallet BUFFMOZZ200G

Torre Lupara is a farmstead cheese company located in Caserta 
Italy, at the foot of the Campania Subapennine mountain range 
producing some of the finest hand-made Mozzarella di Bufala.  
With history dating back over 125 years, Lupara has developed a 
vertically integrated company, supplying themselves with all the 
raw materials Lupara grows their own corn and “erba medica” which 
is used to feed their herd of 2,000 Bufala.  Through maintaining full 
control over the raw materials and cheese- making process, Lupara 
has developed a safe and effective way to freeze their product 
retaining a high-level of quality and consistency.

DIRECTIONS FOR PROPER DEFROSTING

The night before use, take the packages you will need for the next day from the 
freezer & place the packages on a counter at room temperature. The next day 
product will be ready to use. 
Any product not used that day can then be refrigerated for future use.

*After product has been defrosted, it will last 6-7 days in the refrigerator
*Product should NOT be re-frozen once thawed



Lupara 
Frozen Bufala 
Mozzarella 
Bocconcini

Pack/Size: 3.2kg (10/320g)
Origin: Caserta, Italy
Milk Type: Buffalo
Cheese Type: Fresh Frozen 
Texture: Soft
Shelf Life: 18 Months

PALLET CONFIGURATION
220 CASES
10 cases x layer
22 layers  x pallet

Lupara Frozen 
Smoked Bufala 
Mozzarella

Pack/Size: 1.8 Kg.  (4/450 g) 
Origin: Caserta, Italy
Milk Type: Buffalo
Cheese Type: Fresh Frozen 
Texture: Soft
Shelf Life: 18 Months

PALLET CONFIGURATION
228 CASES
12 cases x layer
19 layers  x pallet

BUFMOZZ20G

BUFSMOK


